St Michaels Village
Community Group 
www.stmichaelsvillage.com

Minutes of the Meeting held at the Crown Public House on Friday 26th June 2009 which commenced at 8.00pm

Present:

Ken Mulholland - Chair., Andrew Bennett - Secretary, Colin Gould - Treasurer, Sandra Sutters, Bev Killan,Trevor Bingham, Mr.and Mrs. P Kidd, Lorna Mulholland, Rob Solly, Rob Keevil.

1.  Apologies for Absence. John Link, Mick Jennings, Michael Dewdney, Ian Foreman, Martin James, Dave Anstiss, James Entwistle, Peter Bennion, Ed Adams, Gladys Barnes, Lindy Gould, Brenda Walker, and Mr. & Mrs. B Ladbury.

2. Minutes of Previous Meeting. Minutes from previous meeting held on Tuesday 2nd June 2009 were confirmed as accurate.

3.  Matters Arising. There were no matters arising not covered by the agenda.

4. Financial Status. The current bank balance stood at £595.40.

9. Fun Day.  KM moved the meeting to item 9. MJ had sent an updated plan to KM which was circulated. 

	KM expressed concern that the total projected cost of £975.00 was in excess of the budgeted £495.00 raised by St Michaels Car Hire’s annual staff party. It had been previously agreed that the proceeds from this, kindly donated by SS would be used by the sub-committee as their operational budget. RS felt that MJ had cautiously over projected the costs and the group agreed to not over expose the expenditure.


	TB presented a “mocked up” program depicting a Fun Day logo of a friendly dragon which the group agreed was excellent and should be adopted for  PR purposes and corresponding literature.  


	SS reported she was continuing to seek sponsors and suggested that Morris dancing be considered as part of the entertainment on the day.


	The group discussed a “door to door” leaflet drop and the additional possibility of face to face discussion with residents. Knocking doors will need further thought as it would obviously be more time consuming.


	RS confirmed the local scouts would be prepared to help with the barbeque in exchange for the proceeds generated by the proposed coconut-shy. 


	SS suggested a form be attached to our hard copy minutes to obtain firm commitments from individual volunteers on what support they are prepared to provide on the day.  AB to arrange. 


6. Inter Pub Darts Match. This is being organized for a future date to be confirmed.

7. Calendar 2010 It was agreed that the recipe idea having made little progress be suspended until 2011 and to progress the St.Michaels C of E primary school theme. This would involve a general school photo for the cover and internally the 12 best pupil drawings for each individual month. A letter has since been sent to the head teacher asking for the schools thoughts on this approach.

8. State of pavements. AB reported he had received a letter from KCC confirming that work is to start on the pavements in question this financial year.

5.  Website update. KM reported feedback from RK to the site expressing his concerns about the “Snack Shack” burger van located in the Crown car park and its associated signage.  A robust yet constructive and courteous debate on the matter ensued.

RK outlined his concerns as:

	The bad appearance & effect on general village image. The group had worked hard in the past to enhance this by means of the Village Sign etc.


	Potential parking problems and resultant Health & Safety issues


	The legality of the venture in terms of planning permission etc.


	Many other residents shared strong and similar views.


AB stated that in contrast he had only received positive comments from local residents welcoming the extra trade and life that it brought to the village.

RS and KM whilst appreciating and respecting RK’s concerns felt that the facility would be beneficial to a broader section of the St Michaels population and capture additional passing trade. 

CG who had pre-meeting viewed RK’s feedback on the website gave his perspective on the venture and at his request a full public response is contained in conclusion to these minutes headed “Appendix 1”. Additional to his response CG was of the opinion that “Snack Shack” was in compliance with any known local authority requirements.

It was generally agreed by the meeting that this issue whilst being potentially divisive nevertheless, fell outside of the Group’s scope. 

10. AOB

	AB reported he had attended the PACT (Partners and Community Together) meeting on Wednesday 24th July 2009 which had gone well and had been informative. 


	BK commented that the flowers at the point in St.Michaels looked most attractive.


CG reported that one of his patrons had fallen in the ally through Boresisle from the A28 to Chalk Av. which was unlit. (It was unclear whether this was due the lack of lighting or in part, to the patrons over indulgence in the Crowns hospitality!) Notwithstanding, the Group agreed to bring the lack of lighting in this area to the attention of the appropriate authorities. 


11. Date of Next meeting - Mon 20th July 2009 – 8pm - The Crown

Meeting closed at 22.10 GMT
_______________________________________________

Appendix 1 – Public Response from CG to item 5

Dear Residents,

Since becoming landlord of the Crown in 1993 my wife and I have always tried to embrace the village way of life and to enhance it in our own way whenever possible. That said, I was deeply saddened to hear of certain mumblings and grumblings about the relatively new addition to our car park the “Snack Shack”.

Believe me, 15 years ago I would have laughed if someone had suggested it to me but, times and circumstances change and as a civilization, the only reason we have survived as long as we have, is our ability to adapt to situations as they happen. I am no more of a fan of “burger" vans then many of you but, let me put a very simple calculation to you.

(A)		+		(B)		=		(C)
20% decrease 	12 % increase 		In the words of
In turnover		in outgoings			Mr. McCauber
							“Misery”

Figures correct at time of going to press!

Now then, firstly take (B). There is nothing more we can do to reduce these outgoings so the only way to avoid (C) is to do something about (A). We fully understand people have their own budgets to stick to so we have had to find an alternative income and hence the “Shabby Snack Shack”. We have considered implementing the use of wheel clamping in our car park to all people who are not using the pub but, thought that might be a little unfair - it would certainly generate more income than the Snack Shack! What do you think? Good idea, eh?! There is another way round this - use the pub more to turn around (A) and therefore make (B) irrelevant and then (C) could be “happiness".

Finally, I would like to apologize to all residents who feel that the burger van should not be there because it lowers the image of the village but, the alternative is a closed and boarded up public house in the centre of the village.  Which is better? 

We are always open to new ideas and welcome anybody with positive input and suggestions to feel free to come and talk to us.

Yours Landlordly

Colin


